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(COI'erage of Ihe Spring /998 German
Colloquium series will be limi/ed in
Ihix issue of rhe Newsletter 10 David
Brenner. Eva Reeves and Yvonne Houy.
We will comple/I! CO\'f!rage hy includ
ing Claudia 1\00111.. Allton Kaes and
Michelle Duncan in the Fall /CJ98 is
sue.)

1lle series was opened January 30 by
David Brenner. Mellon Postdoctoral
Fellow for Gennan-Jewish Studies. with
a paper entitled "Representing the Holer
caus!: The Latest Controversies:'
Brenner examined some of the ways in
which the Holocaust has been narrated
and remembered by juxtaposing Steven
Spielberg's cinematic fiction
"Schindler's Lis!" and Daniel Jonah
Goldhagen's nonfiction book Hillu's
Wilfing £teclilioners. arguably, accord
ing to Brenner, the two major examples
of Holocaust discourse in the last few
years. IndaxlA. what isGoldhagen' ssome
what revised dissertation might best be
contextualizedasaculmination of (by no
means new) debates that wereoccasioned
by "Schindler's List." Recent anemptsto
theorize the interdependence of cinema
and historiography provide an alternative
todistinguishing "responsible" or"proper"
representations of the Holocaust from
works deemed "abusive" or "distorted."
Brenner maintains that instead ofjudging
which works treat the Holocaust with
artistic as well as moral integrity.
"Schindler's List" and Hillers Wilfing
Executioners are bener exam-ined as
cultural artifacts situated at the nexus of
cultural vectors including (but not lim
ited to) the expansion of Holocaust
memory culture(s). the dynamics of Jew-

(COnlin/It'd on pagl' IJ}

German Culture Neil'S

ARCHITECTURAL

MODERNISM

AND ORNAMENT

Christian F. Ono

A one-day working conference to initiate
exploration of the problematic relation
between architectural modernism and
ornament was held in Sibley Hall on Feb
ruary 21. 1998. Organized by Christian
F. OliO and Anthony Vidler.the morning
and afternoon sessions engaged present
ers, moderators. and audience in delib
erations on a variety of issues. And if by
day's end the issues had become larger
and more open than they appeared to be al

the sian of the conference. this was a
good indication of the imponance of the
10pic for the hislory of the 20"'-century
built domain.

By the 1910s. writers such as Nikolaus
Pevsner. Walter Cun Behrendt. Henry
Ru~sell Hitchcock. and Sigfried Giedion
had established a history of modem ar
chitecture based on a tight circle of pro
tagonists and principles. In this history.
the arts were rejected as integral to archi
tecture on the basis of an ami-ornament
argument advanced with an appeal to the

(conlinlll'd on pagl'll)

"THEFuTUREOF

CRITICAL THEORY:

A REASSESSMENT"

Richard Schaefer

In his opening remarks to the conference
"The Future of Critical Theory: A Reas
sessment." held at Comcll University on
April thirdand fourth and sponsored by the
Institute for Gennan Cultural Studies and
the DAAD, organizer Peter Hohendahl
posed a series of general questions in
tended 10 help orient and stimulate think
ing on the broader significance of the two
dayevent. Under thegeneral heading"What
is lhe fUlUreofcritical theory?'" Hohendahl
also asked panicipants and audience to
reflect on the following: "What does this
philosophical tradition offer our contem
porary context? How does it relate more
specifically to the contemporary Ameri
can context? How does critical theory
relate to other forms of thought such as
poslstructuralism and systems theory?
How has the !Urn to negative dialectics
been received? Is Halxmnas the apogee.
or the telos. of critical theory. or are their
other important possibilities?'" On this
latter point, Hohendahl pointed to the ex
ample of re<:em imerest. on the American
intellectual scene. in rethinking the work
of Benjamin and Adorno as fonning a
significant counterpoint to the
Habermasian project. as well as a potential
reason for re-establishing a dialogue with
these figures.

However one might want to position
oneself with respect to the~ thinkers such
examples do show how it is the case that
they remain an important source of refer
ence and reflection in comemporary de
bates. This fact was singularly evident
during the two day conference. as it was

(conrin/It'd on pagl' 8)
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WERNER HAMACHER
RETURNS TO

CORNELL

Brad Prager

This spring the Institute for German
Cultural Studies helped support a return
visit of thc literary theorist and scholar
Werner Hamacher. Hamacher was edu
cated at a number of institutions in Eu
rope including the Freie Univcrsitat in
Berlin where he was a student of Ihc
theorisl Peter Szondi. Additionally he
studied with Althusscr and Derrida in
Paris. He works presently, as he has for
many years. at the Humanities Center al
Johns Hopkins, and a translation of his
early writings on the subject of Hegel's
theological essays entitled Pleroma is
long-awaited and forthcoming from
Stanford University Press. Hamacher's
visit was arranged by the Glas group who
meet frequently throughout the semester
to discuss interpretations and implica
tions of Derrida's complex bi-columnar
text about Hegel and Genet. Because
Hamacher is a Hegel scholar whose writ
ings are informed by a French
deconstructive tradition. he was an ideal
guest speaker for the group,

Hamacher's essay was distributed in
advance of his visil. lis title, "(The End of
An with the Mask);' is kept in parenthe
ses because its author docs not wish to
imply that his argument locates the sin
gular end of an. but that art, in Hegel's
writing, always remains masked when
understood in relation to its end.
Hamacher takes his cues largely from the
Phenomenology ofSpirit in which Hegel
is programmatic about Ihe way that, ac
cordingto Hamacher, "anends wilh irony,
bUI in Ihis ending an is to complcle ilself
and in this way become an for the very
firsltime." This paradox sets Hamacher's
essay in mOlion. Heassens. in other words.
that "in order to be an, an cannOI simply
be itself; il mUSI also be the an of the
dissolution of an."

Hamacher's essay stresses that the way
to understand this paradox is through the
categories of tragedy and comedy. He
argues. assuming Hegel's perspective,
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that "in comedy and its irony about the
substantial powers ofsociety. an becomes
conscious of itsclf. thereby becoming
self-consciousness itself and proving it
self a power absolute even beyond those
substances that an itself generates, and
that therefore it alone has the freedom 10
dissolve," The achievement of irony as
understood by Hegel. Hamacher assens.
is that because through its powers, char
acterscome tothcir limit and hence "come
to themselves as evacuated substance."
This contact with its limit is that moment
when self-consciousness has the capac
ity to behold itself.

Hegel's reflections on the subject arc
significant in that they assen a difference
between the intentions of the gods and
the actions of man. In trus way they can
be understood as theological reflections
and Ihey concern the development of an
an-religion. It is also in this way that his
thinking approaches the problem of the
epic in that the content of the epic was
precisely the gap between the spheres of
god and man. The asscnion that one can,
as in an epic, act and have consciousness
without an understanding of the divine
substanceofthat consciousness is astruc
ture which Hamacher assens brings about
an oblivion of the subject. Action. and
linguistic action in panicular, always
works contrary to its aims, and thus,
writes Hamacher, "the reconciliation of
subject and substance, lies solely in its
being forgotten, and that the truth of
linguistic action lies only in its inactiv
ity." The divine figures with whom act
ing agents identify when they altempt to
act are simply masks with which con
sciousness plays, but the selfinevitably is
simply play with a mask,

Hamacher then differentiated this play
from definitions of irony associated with
the Romantics. Hegel rejected irony de
fined by Schlegel because it did noc treal
the devastation which comes of the per
manent state of being masked. That one
insists on conceptualizing the death in
volved in the obliviating force of the
mask merely testified to the impotence of
the concept. which for Hegel was not
enough. One had to tum the force of the

(continued on page /4)

TIMOTHY BAHTI'S
PRESENTATION ON

HEGEL AND DERRIDA

Leland Deladurantaye

On Wednesday, April 22. Timothy Sahti
(University of Michigan/Ann Arbor),
author of The Ends of the Lyric: Direc
tion and Consequence in Western Poetry
(1996), Allegories of History: Literary
Historiography after Hegel (1992), and
of numerous anicles on a wide range of
historical, literary, and philosophical is
sues, returned to Cornell 10 present a
work-in-progress entitled "Sound and
Unsound Sense: Hearing and Reading in
Hegel and in Derrida' s Glas." Or~anized

by the Glas Reading Group on Derrida,
Hegel and Jean Genet and co-sponsored
by the Humanities Council and the De
panment of English. Sahti's paper was
the third in a series of guesl lectures~

following Henry Sussman's papcron Glas
and modernity presented last year, and
Werner Hamacher's paper "(The End of
Art with the Mask)" presented on
April 16,
Bahti's insistence that the work he pre

sented is "in progress" is indeed surpris
ing at first glance as it is a remarkably
involved, lucid and insightful reading of
both Derrida and Hegel and very eco
nomically poses a number of pressing
questions for any study of Derrida' s Gias
and the reading of Hegellhat he presents
therein, The paper begins with an effon
to relate columns of Derrida's text to one
another ("Deux colonnes incgaIes, disent
ils" says Derrida) by looking at what is
talked about in each column (the left
column of the page consists of a reading
of Hegel, the righl column of a reading of
Jean Genet), the methods of discussions
between the IWO, and the ways these
"unequal" columns might be talking 10.
over, beyond, or against one another. In
this section, Bahti ably navigates his
reader through questions of difference
(what would a model ofdifference be that
allowed onc to calculate the differences
between the two columns?) and ques
tions of indexicality in both the Hegelian

(continued 011 page/5)
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Manuel Koppen (r) witlr Brad Prager

MANUEL KOPPEN HERE
FOR HUMBOLDT·CORNELL

EXCHANGE

Yasemin Yildiz

The faculty exchange program between
thc Gennan depanments of Humboldt
Universillit zu Berlin and Cornell Uni
versity was successfully continued this
spring with a visit by Manuel Koppen.
Author of numerous essays on 19'" and
20th century art and literature. Koppcn
has most recently edited (with Klaus
Schcrpc) thc volume Bilder des Holo
caust: Uteratur-Film-Bildende Kunst.
During his stay here, he participated in
various events in thc department and of
fered office hours for intcrcsled students.
On March 25. he gave a talk entitled "Das
Entselzcn des Zuschaucrs: Goya und
Kleist-ReformuIicrungcn kricgcri sc her
Gcwalt zu Beginn des 19. Jahrhundcl1s."
Through a delailed analysis of works by
Heinrich von Kleist and drawings by
Francisco de Goya, Koppen outlined a
subtle shift in the imagination and repre
sentation of war violence that affected
the position of the works' viewer. This
he read as the entry into modem modes of
representation and perception.
As Koppen emphasized, both Kleist and

Goya depict guerrilla warfare. This par
ticular fonn of war represented a new
strategy that was discussed or employed
in the respective liberation wars that both
witnessed in their own countries. Guer
rilla warfare not only introduced a new
strategy that left behind conventional rules
of war but also offered the opportunity to
rethink conventions of representing war.
What marks the difference of guerrilla
warfare from traditional battles is a new
quality of violence that is also reflected in
both Kleist's and Goya' s representations.
Kleist welcomes this new mode for the
potential effectivity ofits tactics, Koppen
argued, while Goya maintains an am
bivalent position between fascination and
accusation. Both unsellle the position of
the viewer and suggest allered models of
perception by modifying the distance of
the events and the stability of the gaze.
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Ultimately, these modifications destabi
lize the aesthetic of the war sublime.

In the first part of his talk, Koppen
focused on three Kleist plays that particu
larly imagine models of war as (guerrilla)
warfare and at times entail excessive vio
Icnce: Hermannsschlacht, Prinz von
Homburg, and Penthesilea. As Koppen
remarked, scholarship has shown that in
his plays Kleist engaged with tactical and
strategic questions during the wars against
Napoleon and developed his own sug
gestions for a potentially effective resis
tance, as in the flemlannsschlacht. This
led him to imagine the modem soldier
that these strategies would require as
being guided by a mixture of discipline
and instinct, that is by a set of opposites.
Koppen showed how in his essay on the
"Marionenentheater:' Kleist did offer
models and metaphors for such a unifica
tion of opposites.
Throughout his readings of those plays,

Koppen distinguished between war rep
resentations as depictions of "heiterer
Krieg" and "grausamer Krieg." While
the fanner follows a traditional reper
toire of images and techniques to glorify
war and war heroes, the latter is an un
precedented breakthrough ofunredeemed
violence and cruelty. Kleist does not
dissolve the tension that arises out of the
contradiction of poetic fonn (the highly
poetic quality of his language) and the

violent content. As Koppen argued.
Kleist's stagings of terror. particularly in
the context of guerrilla warfare, intro
duce different modes ofsublimity. While
conventional strategies of war represen
tations serve to keep the viewer at a safe
distance from the actual violence so that
heroism and the "war sublime" can be
maintained and enhanced. Kleist stages
the ruptures through which the viewer
faces terror more directly. Ultimately,
Koppen maintained. this serves to repo
sition the observer from his self-assured
position as a viewer of a sublime play to
an accomplice of the 'terrible-erotic
imagination
The second part of the talk was accom

panied by a series of slides displaying
Goya's drawings and prints. These have
been variously described as photographic
or even cinematographic, suggesting a
new mode of representation that is influ
enced by technical innovations. These
representations are deeply ambivalent in
lheir recording of events that arc not
commented on clearly or filtered through
ethical judgements. Instead. Koppen
pointed out. the viewers are confronted
with a representation that is closer than
ever. where the possibility of an overall
view disappears. Narrative clements arc
withheld from the viewer that could help
one position oneself in relation to the
image at a safe distance. As Koppen put

(conrinued on page /5)
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On May Day. while undergraduates
wereout celebrating the last day ofclasses
on Cornell's Libe Slope. Ingeborg
Bachmann aficionados gathered to hear
Monika Albrecht. leading Bachmann
scholar and co-editor of the new critical
edition of the Todesanen-pmject. speak
on ''Colonization and Magical World
View in Bachmann's Fragmentofa Novel
Das Buch Franza." (This was
Bachmann's preferred title, which has
replaced the long-standing publisher's
choice Du Fall Franza. considered only
temporarily by the author, in Piper's new
critical edition published this spring.)
Picking up the problem of race and gen
der first aniculated in Sara Lennox's ar
ticle "While Ladies and Dark Continents
in Ingeborg Bachmann's Todesan~n'·

(presented to the Gennan Colloquium
last spring). Albrecht followed Lennox's
lead by taking an overall critical stance
on Bachmann's use---or rather subjec
tive manipulation---of this motif com
plex. She focused on the opposition
between male colonizer and colonized
female thematized in Ihe narrative's "Jor
danian marriage," especially as it relates
to the female protagonist's "magical
world view."

To that end. Albrecht first placed the
Franza fragmenl within its historical con
text: on the one hand. against the politi
cal backdrop of the sixties when the text
was wriuen, which marked the official
end of the period of colonization; and on
the other, in the context ofits enthusiastic
reception by feminist criticism in the
eighties to which it owes its reputation of
a radical critique of modem western soci
ety. Central to her argument is the claim
that the oft-cited key passages relating to
this theme (and quoted in Christa Wolf s
well-known "Frankfun lecture:" "'The
Aborigines in Australia were never
anni hi laled ...they anni hilated themselves

(conlinll~don pagd6)

Eva Reeves

MONIKA ALBRECHT, NOTED
INGEBORG BACHMANN

SCHOLAR,
SPEAKS AT CORNELL

as soldier. Pickford traced this problem
through the historical vicissitudes of the
Neue Wache, which, in each of its five
distinct forms since the original construc
tion in 1816, has contained a tension be
tween civil and military functions, be
tween the memorial and the monumental.
Panicularly in its most recent (GDR and
post-Wende) incarnations, the Neue Wache
has been expected to accommodate both
the trope ofthe break with the past and the
preservationofacenain militarytra<iition.

Designed by the neoclassicist Karl-
Friedrich Schinkel,
the Neue Wacht had
at the OUlSet both a
military use - to
house the royal guard
- and a memorial!
monumental function
- to commemorate
the Prussian victory
over Napoleon in the
WarsofLibcration. In
its original form. the
NeueWachewascen-
lraltotheuseofUnter

den Linden as a military parade site. In
1929, Heinrich Tessenow redesigned the
Neue Waehe as an austere memorial site
for the dead of the First World War and it
was consecrated to this new function in
1931.1n 1934,theinteriorwasomamented
with crosses and candles. integrating
Tessenow's memorial into National So
cialist military ceremonial.

The Neue Wache was heavily damaged
by bombing in the Second World War, but
in 1945 the Soviet Occupation insisted on
its preservation. It was one of the first
buildings to be rebuilt in East Berlin after
1949- Berlin's neoclassical architecture
was distinguished as progressive
Kulturerbe and the site's original com
memoration of Napoleon 's defeat pointed
to German-Russian military tics. It was
restored to its 1929 form. In 1969. the
Neue Wache was remodeled again as a
memorial '10 the victims of fascism and
militarism:'outfitted with theGDR' oS ham
mer and compass emblem and an eternal
flame, as well as ceremonial anned and
uniformed guards. The remains of an an
tifascist resistance fighter and soil from

(continlU!d on pagd6)

H~nry Pickford

I(jzer Walker

HENRY PICKFORD
LECTURES ON TWO

BERLIN
WAR MEMORIALS

On February 11. the Institute for German
Cultural SlUdics hosted Henry Pickford,
graduate student at Yale University and
Freie Univcrsilal. who spoke on '"Conflict
and Commemoration: Two Berlin Me
morials." Pickford"s
Icctureconsidered how
relations bct:ween iden
tity and collective
memoryare negotiated
at public memorial
siles in Germany to
day. taking as a point
of dcpanurc the ques
tion of the distinct
modes of address as-
sumed by different
memorial projects.
Pickford contrasted
two memorials installed in Berlin since
1989 that deal with the Holocaust and the
victims of World War II: the redesigned
memorial allhc Neue Wacheon Unterden
Linden and the installation in Berlin
Schonebcrg's Bavarian Quarter.

Pickford began by elaborating on a dis-
tinction drawn by Anhur Danta bc.tween
the monumem and the memorial: where
thcfomlcrdemandsremembrance in honor
of the survivors of war, the latter admon
ishes never to forget. in honor of the dead.
The divergent lines of address - to ··the
dead:' to "society" - convey unequal
ideological freight. The monument, in
Danto's schema, is bound up with the
foundational legitimation of the State to a
degree that the memorial is not.
The semantic distinction does not exist in

German and, Pickford contended. the
German Malmmal has tended to conflate
the functions of the civilian model of the
memorial and the military model of the
monument. Where the French tradition of
war commemorative sites has tended to
address the soldier as citizen, the German
tradition is inclined to appeal to the citizen
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SUMMER 1997 SEMINAR
PARTICIPANTS

RETURN TO CORNELL
FOR WORKSHOP

Roy Sellars

On May 9-10. most of the participants
from the summer 1997 DAAD-sponsored
Cornell seminar an Gennan studies were
reunited at the A. D. White House, under
the general direction of Peler Hohcndahl.
to present discussion papers based on
their recent work. An unusually high
level of discussion was maintained
throughout, panly because of the exten
sive shared readings in the field that had
already been worked through. and it is
fair to say thai there was never a dull
moment.

Aminta Brueggemann began the pro
ceedings with a clearly articulated paper
on the role of the canon in German de
partments from 1945 to the present. Part
historical and part conceptual. the paper
nm only surveyed differing approaches
to the canon debate but also argued for an
overcoming of the institutionalized fear
and fruSlTated nomlativity that they often
serve to mask. Luke Springman then
spoke on OskarSeidl in and North Ameri
can GennaniSlik in the 1950s-60s. This
original case study revealed Seidlin as a
key figure of the period, indeed a prelate
of the German canon notable for his
sacralized conception of the university
teachcr's role. In another contribution
based on historical research, Christa
Spreizer addressed the problems of the
MLA and what she called "the (current)
crisis in German" noting how the vo
cabulary of crisis has becn debased by
being made so routine, if not endemic.
She surveyed the hislOry of the MLA
since its inaugural meeting in l883,dem
onstrating especially the strong influence
of German studies in its early period.

After lunch, Roy Sellars lowered the
tone by speaking of the negative dialectic
of digestion and excretion. In his paper
"Discipline. Non-Identity, and Waste
Management: Notes on the Intcrfacc of
German and Comparative Literary Stud-
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ies:' he outlined how the work ofTheodor
Adorno might inspire adifferent approach
to the history and theory of disciplinarity,
focusing on the problematic interface
between German studies and compara
tive literature. He proposed an emphasis
on non-identity, negativity and the left
over as distinct from the waste manage
ment characteristic of modem culture
based disciplines. Nahum Chandlerthen
reslOred order by addressing Ihe space or
spacing of interdisciplinarity with refer
ence to the respective hislOries of Afri
can-American and German studies in
twentieth-century America: fields which,
as he emphasized. need to be brought
more into relation with each other, nm to
confirm the identity of either ~ since
African-American studies, at least, is not
based on identity - but to interrupt narra
tive continuity and to insist on specificity
as an affirmation that docs not forget its
own problematic epistemological ground
ing. Dan Reynolds continued the inves
tigation of interdisciplinarity with a pa
per seeking to locate its relevance to
German studies. He examined the his
tory of the discipline in America looking
for moments when its boundaries were
contested, to establish how it has re
sponded to pressures and influences from
beyond itself. Ben Robinson brought the
first day to a close with his eloquent case
study ofthc emigre Klaus Mann, moving
from the line of march that is Marxist
proletarian history to a Dcleuzian line of
flight that risks falling into escapism and,
eventually, self-destruction. Robinson
aimed torethink such flight not as escape
but as a potentially subversive local move
ment based on deterritorialization.

Brad Prager began the second day with
a fine paper provocati vely entitled "'The
Undisciplined Collection of Indiscrimi
nate Material:' A Proposal for Gennan
Studies." He examined the rhetoric at
stake in narrative accounts of German
studies and showed the persistence of a
rhetoric of abjection in differing con
texts: how grammar and "formalism" is
the abject. with serious consequences for
the integrity of the field as it is pushed
into an Anschluss with "cultural studies."
Linda Feldman then explained "How

Gennan Became French,"in a paper sub
titled "Language and Nationalism in
Montreal 1967-97" which gave a valu
able reminder that the synecdoche of
"America" tends to cover up the lively
differences of the overdetermined
Quebecois scene. for example. Finally,
David Brenner offered a powerful attack
on the bureaucratic ideology of assess
ment and "managed pedagogy" in what
has become known, following the work
of Bill Readings. as the corporate univer
sity of excellence. Brenner advocated a
vigilance, alert to power structures, that
would not abandon teaching to
dereferentialized "perfonnance indica
tors."

Along with Brueggemann and
Robinson, he is now at work editing a
publishable version of the above papers
that will surely illustrate the powcr of a
community of dissensus (in Readings
phrase) both within and beyond German
studies."

Roy Sellars ",as Visiling ACling Professor jn

lhe Depanmem ofCompara Ii I'e Lj/era/ure al

Cornell.

ORGANIZING COMMIT·
TEE FOR PUBLICATION

ON GERMAN STUDIES IN
U. S. MEETS AT CORNELL

The first research project of the Institute
for German Cultural Studies developed
during the spring term when on March
28-29 an organizing committee met at
Cornell to discuss the feasibility of a one
volume history of Gennan Studies in Ihe
United States. The committee, consist
ing of Frank Trommler (University of
Pennsylvania). Patricia Henninghouse
(Universi tyofRochester), John McCarthy
(Vanderbilt University), Cora Lee
Nollcndorfs (University of Wisconsin)
and Peter Hohendahl (Chair) spent two
days developing the fonnat ofthe project.
The decision was taken to go ahead with
the project as interest has been shown by
the DAADand the MLA. Efforts will al
so be made to interest other institutions."
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DAAD WEEKEND WILL BE ON
GERMAN-AMERICAN

RELATIONS

The Depanmcnt of Gennan Studies will
hold its annual DAAD weekend confer
ence on September 26-27. This year's
topicis "Gennan-American Relations: A
Transatlantic Dialogue." The confer
ence will address this comple", issue in
Ihc context of cinematic, political, and
literary questions. Speakers will be from
both Cornell and other institutions.

The conference is open 10 all students
interested in German Studies. i.e., litera
ture. music, hislOry. political science,
media studies. A knowledge of the Gcr
man language is not required.

Organizers arc Associate Professor
Anette Schwan and Professor Arthur
Groos. both from the Depanment ofGcr
man Studies at Cornell. A detailed pro
gram of Ihc conference. including lodg~

ing information. will beavailablc later in
the summer. Contact number for anyone
inlerestcd in participating in the confer
ence is (607) 255-4047.·

..........
GERMAN COLLOQUIUM
SERIES CONTINUES IN

FALL SEMESTER

The German Colloquium series. spon

sored by the Institute for German Cul
tural Studies. (and arguably one of our
most successful programs), will open the
fall semester line-up on September4 with
the first paper being presemed by Beatrice
Hanssen (Harvard University). She will
be followed by Christian Gundermann
(German Studies graduate student.
Cornell), Arlene Teraoka (University of
Minnesota), Richard Schaefer (History
graduate student, Cornell), Michael
Rothberg (University of Miami. and
IGCS Fellow. fall semester). and
Alexander Sager (German Studies gradu
ate student. Cornell.)·

••••••••
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EXCIIANGE PROGRAM
FORMED WITH

UNIVERSITY OF GIESSEN

Departments of History and German
Studies at Cornell arc in initial stages of
fonning an exchange program with the
University ofGiessen in Germany. This
new exchange grew out of a visit by
Professor Guemher Lottes and a colleague
to Cornell last fall. Lottes proposed a
faculty exchange based on common re
search imerests. The overall theme will
be the question of cultural memory. It
was decided that there will be an annual
exchange of faculty. In addition, there
will be common symposia and confer
ences. Administrative questions will be
handled by a committee consisting of
Isabell Hull. Steve Kaplan and Peter
Hohendahl (ex officio). The Institute
will be the clearing house for the ex
change. The first conference is planned
for April 1999 and is being organized by
Anette Schwarz.·

••••••••

ESTHER D1SCHEREIT
INVITED

FOR SEPTEMBER

Efforts are being made to organize a talk
by Berlin writer Esther Dischereit at
Cornell for September 2 or 3. Kizer
Walker. graduate student in the Depart
ment of German Studies, has been in
contact with Dischereil who will be visit
ing Ihe United States at that time.

Dischereit was born in 1952 in
Heppenheim. Germany. Much of her
wri ti ng treats the complex ilies of memory
and identity for Jews in contemporary
Germany. She is the author of several
novels. books of poetry, plays for radio
and stage, and a collection of essays.
On an earliervisiltoCornell. Dischereit

addressed the March 1993 conference on
"The Reemergence of Jewish Culture in
Germany." Confirmation of her visit
should be soon.·

HUMBOLDT-CORNELL
EXCHANGE CONFERENCE

HERE OCTOBER 2-4

Within the context of the Humholdt
Cornell faculty exchange program, the
Institute will host a majorthrec-day con
ference on October 2-4 which will con
tinue the discussion that began in 1997
when several Cornell faculty members
attended a conference organized by
Rudiger Steinlein at Humboldt Univer
sity. Participants will examine the emer
gence and function of cultural studies in
the contemporary academy. More spe
cifically. the goal is acomparative analy
sisofthe theoretical and methodological
framework of cultural studies in the
United States on the one hand and
Kulturwissenschaft in Germany on the
other. A number of short position papers
as well as several long scholarly papers
will be presented for general discussion.
Expected to attend from Berlin are Pro

fessors Inge Stephan, Klaus Scherpe,
Hanmut Bohme. Christina von Braun,
and Rudiger Steinlein. The conference
will be held in the Eisner Pavilian Semi
nar Room at the Department of Theatre.
Film and Dance. Theevent is not open to

the general public.·

•••••••*

JEANETTE LANDER
TO GIVE READING

OCTOBER 7

Jeanette Lander. American writer living
in Gennany who writes about Gennan
Jewry, will give a reading of some of her
latest works at Cornell, October 7 at 4:30.
Landerwrites in English but publishes in
German translation. The event, which
will be held at the A. D. White House, is
sponsored in part by the Department of
German Studies, the Program of Jewish
Studies, and Ihe Institute for German
Cultural Studies. Organizer is Professor
Leslie Adelson of the Gennan Depart
ment. The program is open to the public.
For further information. contact 255-4047
or mcm6@comcll.edu.·
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Femininity
PlayOO Straight:
The Significance of
Being Lesbian
by Biddy Martin
(ROUlledge Press
1996)

Sally McConnell-Ginet

This book offers a wonderful way to
begin or to renew conversations with
Biddy Manin about lesbianism and femi
nist theory, about Foucault and psycho
analysis. about identities and attachments.
about subjectivity and normativity. about
teaching and reading. about sex and de
sire. It brings together nine essays writ
ten over a seventeen year period; most
have been published previously. Some
what unusually. the essays begin with the
most recent and end with the essay writ
ten in graduate school. The reversechro
nology allows us to read the older pieces
through a lens enriched by Manin's more
recent work. The book also includes an
introductory essay written especially for
this volume thaI "traces some ofthe inter
sections between [Biddy Manin's] intel
leclual and emotional attachmen!s."
These intersections are an important part
of what makes the volume so rewarding
to read: the intellectual and the emo
tional. the theoretical and the political.
the scholarly and pedagogical impulses
are intertwined and mutually enriching.
Biddy Martin resists simplistic diehoto
miesof all kinds: her reading of the 1901
"lesbian romance" Are They Women?
(Sind es Frauen?). e.g.. challenges the
"false alternatives to which we arc so
often treatcd-rigid gender differences
or androgynous indifferencc:' Her gifts
as a teacher are evident throughout this
volume. which clarifies without over
simplifying and which pushes readers to
ask new questions and to be wary of too
easy answers. Reading is the next best
thing to talking with Biddy Martin di
reclly .•
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Assuredly dedicated and freshly op
timistic Society ofthe Humanities Fel
low Anette Schwarz (Ph.D. Johns
Hopkins, 1990) has joined Cornell's
facultyofGcnnan Studies. Schwarz is
recognized for her achievement of ex
cellence as both a pedagogue and
scholar and is especially noted for her
skill as a proponent of undergraduate
education. While serving as assistant
professor of Gennan and director of
undergraduate studies at Yale Univer
sity. Schwarz received thc Poorvu Fam
ily Prize for Excellence in Interdisci
plinary Teaching.

Schwarz specializes in German lit
erature and philosophy of the latc
eighteenth-, nineteenth-, and twenti
eth-centuries. Her background in Ro
manticism and Romantic philosophy
of language sparked her interest in the
study of affects and their representa
tion in Gennan literature. In her book
Melancholje: Figuren und One einer
Srimmung f'Nien 1996),Sehwarzscru~

tinizes the representation of melan
choly in the disciplines of literature.
philosophy. and psychoanalysis. "I
wanted to discover why melancholy
has been thc most privileged affect for
the last 2000 years!" she states in the
inquisitively playful yet sincere style
thac secms to be her hallmark.

An analysis of the Uncanny is
Schwarz'slatcstproject. The Uncanny
encompasses "phenomena." she ar
gues, "that arc related to melancholy
and other affects that question lhe cer~

tainty of object relations. The Un~

canny appears as the doubt whether
things arc what they seem or ralher
phantoms. The result is ghosts,doubles.
splitting realities:' Although the Un
canny is usually linked to German
Romanticism. Schwarz frames her
study around the varied and changing
discourse of the Uncanny in the nine-

teenth-century. Most recently. her work
in the Society of the Humanities investi
gates lhe relationship of the Uncanny to
trauma. "1 was curious to know if un
canny tales of the nineteenth-century
could be interpreted as trauma narra
tives," she explains. ''There is a relation
ship between tales of the Uncanny and
ancient tragedy and myth. uke myths
and tragedy, the Uncanny reveals melan
cholic or traumatic a.~pectsof social com
munities."

Both Cornell students and faculty are
delighted to have theopponunity to work
with Anene. whose enthusiasm is catch
ing: '"I'm extraordinarily happy to be
here," she says. "It's hard to believe how
much there is going on in this small
place! It's greal!" She is looking for
ward to teaching during the upcoming
academic year. Her plans include an
undergraduate survey ofninetecnth- and
twentieth-century German literature and
a course entitled. "Madness and Genius
in German Culture." In addition, she will
offer her grdduate seminars "uterature
and the Uncanny" and "Nineteenth-cen
tury Realism:' Besides her intellectual
pursuits. Schwarz plans to savor long
walks through the Ithaca hillsides and
enjoy afternoons at work in her garden as
occasional retreats from the whirlwind
of scholarly activity, M.D.
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in the earlier November symposium
on the Dialectic of Enlightenment
also held at CornelL That sympo
sium, held on the occasion of the
tiftiet hanni versary of Horkheimer' s
and Adorno's important work,
brought together the Cornell com
munity to discuss thc legacy of the
major themes of the texL This con
ference, with its international panel
of participants, auempted to sound
out larger possibilities of Frankfurt
School Critical Theory in their broad
est, and indeed sometimes specula
tive, implications. Whilebothevents
might more ideally have taken place
back to back, the tremendous atten
dance and participation at both, promise
a future in which Critical Theory contin
ues to stimulate and provoke both cre
ative questions and answers.

Appropriately, the first presenter at the
event was noted intellectual historian
Martin Jay, whose early Dialectical
Imagination played an important role in
inaugurating the standard American rc
ception of the "Frankfurt School:' His
paper, titled "Is Experience Still in Cri
sis? Reflections on the Frankfurt School
Lament," examined certain significant
differences between Adorno and Ben
jamin relating to the preconditions for
meaningful experience. Drawing sugges
tive connections between Benjamin and
Heidcgger, and betwcen Adorno and
Hegel, Jay held that thc fonner pair's
search for an Urgrund of unity, or pri
mordial experience of unity, is countered
by the laller pair's concern for preserving
difference. In more practical tenns. he
argued that for Adorno thc sublation of
"differencc" in the Hcgelian dialectic
preserved the animating contradiction
between subject and object in such a way
as to provide a belter model for ellperi
ence than thecradieation of difference in
some primordial unity. Though Jay
showed how the language of crisis and a
"fall" from a more intcgrated sense of
ellperience was indeed picked up by
Adorno from Benjamin, he also main
tained that an overriding commitment to
the possibility of a life of non-domina
tion required that Adorno ultimately af
finn the basis of experience to rest in
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Marl;n Joy (I.) and LuIZ Koepnick

some form of subject-object constella
tion. In closing Jay affinned in his own
voice the importance of Adorno's em
phasis on the goal of non-domination by
concluding that it might therefore be "pre
mature to write the epitaph of ellperi
ence."

Lutz Koepnick, of the Gennanic Lan
guages department at Washington Uni
versity, followed Jay in emphasizing the
significance of the theme of experience
in Benjamin's work. In his presentation,
"Aesthetic Politics Revisited: Benjamin
and Post-Fordist Visual Culture," he ar
gued that the force of Benjamin's argu
ment regarding the aestheticization of
politics needed to be put in contradistinc
tion to his views on media and the 'cul
ture industry.' Of course, for Benjamin.
the dubious element in modem politics is
its attempt to re-enchant the world, and to
restore aura in a post-auratic world. How
ever.as Koepniek pointed out. when talk
ing about modem forms of media.them
selves so integral to the project of modem
politics, Benjamin is also suggestive of
modes of spectatorship that seemingly
counteract the thoroughgoing passivity
implied by his aestheticization thesis.
These alternative modes point to the pos
sibility of some form of interaction with
media that holds out the possibility of
resistance to an otherwise singular expe
rience of domination by modem politics.
Relating this to post·Fordist modes of
production Kocpnick argued that. gener
ally speaking, the varietiesofpostmodem
theory have been inadequate in theirgrasp

of the possibilities contained in
newer forms of symbolic and media
ellchange. but that the general de
mand for some return to "aura" can
not simply be dismissed, and espe
cially not on Benjaminian grounds.
Rather. this demand mUSI be seen as
a "paradoxical request for a return
of the real." that "vocalizes residues
of opposition." On this view, the
concept of "aura" fulfills a
paratactical role bearing directly on
both the fonnal as well as the lived
contellt ofpolitics that requires care
ful attention and specification.

In the question period following
Kocpniek's talk, Leslie Adelson of

Cornclrs German Studies d~partment

pointed to how both talks seemed 10 raise
the issueofthe relationship between ana
lytic and historical analyses. Adelson
suggested that. inasmuch as both presen
tations took account of how conceptual
arguments contain their own demand for
historical specification. both Jay and
Kocpnick forcefully raised the question
of just how to think analytics and history
together and not in strict opposition. For
his part. Jay responded by adding that an
important fcature of so many of these
thinkers is that they did not reslrict their
thinking to linear conceptions of time,
and that in this regard indeed analyses
and history arc always implicated in one
another. Addressing his question to Jay' s
presentation, cultural historian Michael
Steinberg asked whether Jay had over
emphasized Benjamin's Heideggerian
metaphysic to the point of missing his
Kantian ethics as also important to the
thematics of an "experience without a
subject." Jay, though acknowledging the
presence of the laller, nevertheless main
tained what he thought 10 be the primacy
of the former, at least in its implications
for comparison with Adorno's negative
dialectics.

In the third presentation of the day,
former Cornell graduate Andrew Hewitt.
now in the Comparative Literature de
partment at SUNY Buffalo. gave a paper
titled "Stumbling into Modernity: Body
and Soma in Adorno." Hewitt's engag
ing and humorous presentation attempted
to trace the "prehistory of the body" in
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Adorno's though!. Opposing "body" and
its role in troping the presence of a sub
jectlO "soma" as a form thal predates and
subtends the subject, Hewilt showed how
Adorno's discussion of jitterbugging as
organized stumbling discloses how acon
cern for the soma escapes the major con
cepts of body and subject. In pointing to
how society acts on the subject through
the body in demanding conformity to the
stumbling of jiuerbugging, Adorno con
jures an image ofa third dimension ofthis
process that is the language of the soma.
Hewitt argued thal this language of the
soma is the repressed but vital dimension
of Adorno's discussions of the body-a
dimension that restores what is otherwise
wholly 'subjected by the body" Like the
stumble, the soma is directed forward, at
new and unsure possibilities. To this,
Peter Hohendahl suggested that stum
bling might then also be seen as charac
terizing negative dialectics in general.
Insofar as both negative dialectics and
stumbling involve a resolve, or"standing
finn." such a metaphor might be useful in
rendering the rhythm and logic of nega
tive dialectics.

NYU's Eva Geulen also took up the
theme ofa hidden language of possibiHty
in Adorno's work in her eltamination of
·'Adomo and the End of Art." Geulen
pointed to how the claim of a historical
end of art involved much more than a
"utopia versus disaster" conception of
the problem. Instead, claims pertaining
10 such things like the writing of poetry
after Ausschwitz involve a "paradoltical
formulation of living on after the end"·
According to Geulen, this logic of am
bivalence. resting as it doeson antinomial
conceptions of art as Vorgang and
Nachsl)jel. provides an important supple
ment 10 the henneticism of negative dia
lectics. For, on Geulen's view, this logic
foregrounds a basic undecideability be
tween the elttremes ofdisaster and utopia
that so often characterize how Adorno's
work is received. In a brilliant reading of
the Culture Industry chapter, Geulen went
on to show how certain self-parodicizing
elements there propel the argument be
yond the language of apocalyptics into
the region of undecidcability, suggesting
that this makes out of the chapter some-
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thing like an art work itself. In this latter
regard in particular, Geulen argued for
the need to be sensitive to how Adorno's
teltts frequently challenge the "vocabu
lary of his theory." She suggested that
Adorno's speech be seen as a thorough
going parody of itself. implicitly aware
of itself as incommensurability with the
thought and reality it nevertheless sets
out to represent.

In his paper. "Observations on Obser
vations: Some Remarks on Adorno's
Aesthetic Theory.'· Harm Milller of Co
lumbia University followed Geulen in
investigating the tenns of Adorno's aes
thetic theory. However, MUller argued
that a definite utopianism animates
Adomo·s paradoltical fonnulations. He
pointed to these fonnulations as part ofa
logic of"weak messianism" that allowed
Adorno to see in art works the closest
approltimation to some fonn of "imma
nent transcendence" capable of moving
us beyond total reification. Insofar as
such a redemptive project depends, how
ever. on ··detemporalizations of these
paradoltes," MUller argued that Adorno's
project of redemption through aesthetic
theory consists in the negation of the
identity presuppositions of the tenns of
these paradoxes that only then allows
them to enter into new and promising
constellations. But rather than portentous
of new possibilities, Muller concluded
that Adorno's views rested on untenable
assumptions of a stable observer position
from which the tenns of paradoltes could
thus be manipulated. Framing his criti
cism in tenns borrowed from systems
theory. Muller charged that Adomo's
aesthetic theory involved too radical an
assumption of secularization and not
enough of a sense of how a displaced
God-like omniscience. rooted in the reli
gious system, subtended his logic of re
demption.

Like MUlier, Jodi Dean too adopted an
openly critical JX)sition in her discussion,
"Cybersalons and Civil Society: Rethink
ing the Public Sphere in Transnational
Technoculturc"· Taking up Habennas's
contention of the imponance of the salon
to the development of the public sphere.
Dean posited that such a contention is
inadequate to evaluating discussions on

Wolfram Malle Fues

the web. and to sounding out the possi
bi Ii ties and limits of what might be tenned
"cybersalons." For Dean. it the case Ihat
the Habennasian conception of the pub
lic sphere occludes many of the problems
and possibilities of cybersalons. To the
elttent that unquestioned assumptions
such as "impaniality" and "rationality"
govern the Habermasian conception,
Dean argued that alternative forms of
rationality and politics are precluded from
ever being realized. Especially symbolic
practices, that might operate outside a
state-centered notion of politics, remain
marginal to the public sphere. Therefore,
Dean encouraged that we look beyond
the Habennasian parameters of "face to
face" interaction in order 10 sec the more
radical political passi bilities of"Cyberean
society," Pointing tocenain features such
as different modalities of time as well as
the possibility of using others' words,
Dean called attention to the way interac
tion in Cyberea is always thoroughly
mediated in a way nOI captured by dis
cussions of the public sphere. The possi
bility of playing with identities and of
misrepresentation, as forms of
"disinteraction," attest tothe way Cyberea
is always the site of multiple contesta
tions and struggles for political power.
Based on this, Dean suggested foregoing
Habennasian idealizations in favor of a
better understanding of how discussion.
like that in the cybersalon but also like
that in society more generally, is always
the site of struggle where power is the
sole arbiter of legitimation.
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Peler Dews

As might be expected. these criticisms
of Habcrmas met with resistance on the
part of the audience in the following
question period. Brian Jacobs asked
whether Dean' s move away from the
public sphere wasn't too quick. seeing as
her argument presumed a cenain amount
of Habcrmas's claims. such as his model
ofindividuation. Dean conceded this point
but reiterated that her claim was to point
to how newer fonns of subjectivity arc
not easily conjoined with older models of
the public sphere. Peter Hohendahl asked
whether there mighl not be a greater
degree of continuity in Dean's views
than she recognizes. Moving beyond the
public sphere to a broader notion of poli
tics still presumes a similar nonnativity,
at least in terms of what Habcnnas con
siders as the desirable expansion of po
litical participation. Dean responded by
emphasizing thai one needed to allow for
different forms of rationality. forms not
easily amenable to Habcrmas's ideal
speech situation. In a prescient comment,
Martin Jay asked if Dean's singularview
on the nature of the web as struggle
missed the ways in which discursive will
formation was requisite to any politics.
including the possibilities Dean herself
was so willing to ascribe to Cybcrea.
Here, Dean reacted by claiming this son
of approach to be pan of the problem she
was addressing inasmuch as such an
emphasis on unity as embodied in thc
conception ofa discursive wi II formation
left no room for thc real multiplicity of
will formations.

The next day began with a paper pre
sented by Brian Jacobs, a fellow at Ihe
IGCS at Cornell. In his "Dialogical Ra
tionality and the Critique of Absolute
Autonomy." Jacobs traced the genealogy
of the conception of autonomy in post
Kantian phi losophy, and posited a strong
connection between a Kantian anthro
pology and Habcrmas's communicative
rationality. According to Jacobs. Ihe
Kantian self as heuristic fiction is picked
up in Habcrmas's thinking on communi
cative rationality, inasmuch as the expe
rience of being a communicative subject
is projected backwards onto experience
and recuperated as acquired autonomy.
This Kantian approach, however, con-

jures images of familiar Kantian prob
lems: What is the relation then between
autonomy as a regulative idea and expe
rience in the world of appearances? Is
Kant's "true self' a human one? For
Jacobs these problems. as they relate to
Kant and Habermas. cannot be addressed
in any naturalistic tenns but demand see
ing the positing of autonomy in theoreti
cal terms; autonomy always relates to a
theory ofautonomy, and to
self-determination. In this
regard. and with respect to
ourown contemporary con
cern for theory, Jacobs
ended by reiterating the im
ponance of reconsidering
the role of some moderate
form of"VemunJtglaube,"
and by suggesting the pos
sibility of re-evaluating
~Iabennas'sclaimto a thor
oughly"postmetaphysicar"
position.

In his "Critical Theory and Systems
Theory:' Wolfram Malle Fues of Basel
University pulled no punches in arguing
for a systems-theorctical approach over a
critical-theoretical one. As with Harm
Milller, Malte Fues claimed that the basic
weakncss of critical theory was its pre
sumption of an observer position from
which society might be perceived as a
stable entity. though he spent little time
addressing any specific critical theoris!.
In contrast with critical theory, Malte
Fues posited that systems thcory engages
in a thoroughgoing interiorizalion of any
and all observer positions inasmuch as it
treats the sites of all meaning production
to be identical with the point of produc
tion of all identities. Unlike sociology
and the social sciences which over-em
phasize society as the object. and unlike
social theory which re-establishes the
primacy ofthe philosophical subject, sys
tems theory attempts to reassen the
Hegelian project of resolutely immanent
critique. The more prescriptive and sub
stantive dimensions ofthis project, how
ever, remained unaddressed by Malte
Fues's somewhat elliptical presentation.
Which meant that little was garnered as to
the implications of such an approach for
other issues. In this way I found it telling

that. when asked later by Peter Dews to
describe his own "critical position," Maltc
Fues answer was to simply reassert the
impossibility of maintaining any kind of
"external point of view,"
For his part. philosopher Peter Dews of

the University of Essex made it the sub
ject of his paper. "History and the Trace
of Reason: Habermas. Ape! and
Honneth," to emphasize the way the

Habennasian project sets
out to resist any fuJI identi·
fication of being with
thinking. In a masterful
exercise in intellectual his
tory. Dews showed how
this concern for
"desublimating teason,"
forms the horizon of con
cern in Habennas's think
ingand leads him in differ
ent directions from both
Apel and Honneth. Draw

ing an analogy between the position of
Habennas's generation of philosophers
and the Young Hegelians, Dews claimed
that it isSchelling, ralhcrthan Kierkegaard
or Marx, who provides Habennas with
the best altemative in trying to counter
Hegel's moves with some fonn of media
tion. For Schelling's resistance to the
"subsumption of being in thought" pro
ceeds according to an "internal twist.
rather than an external substitute:' as in
J(jerkcgaard or Marx. For Dews this
means rethinking the scope of the media
tion effect of communicalive reason.
Unlike Apel and Honneth. who retain
and appeal to philosophical assumptions
for authority, Dews underscored the way
Habennas's view allows for no meta
justifications or discourses. Which means.
that adjudication between competingjus
tilications requires a conception of rea
son that is itself thoroughly mediated. In
concluding, Dews suggested that such a
conception might approach what Derrida
calls the "logic of the trace:' where this is
taken to mean the "condition of the un
conditioned as something like the move
of reason."

Christoph Menke, of the New School
for Social Research. followed Dews with
a presentation titled "Critique and Self
Reflection: The Problematicization of
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Morality." Menke suggested that, unlike
for the older generation of critical the(}
rists who were skeptical of morality,
morality forms an imponant concern for
the younger generation. On tnis score,
Menke claimed that any re-examination
of morality therefore take account of now
moral self-reflection is constitutive of
morality rather Ihan simply part of the
process of deducing moral claims, or
external moral grounds. This lattersearcn
for extra-moral grounds, according to
Menke. constituted the main reason for
the older generation's skepticism.
Younger theorists. like Habermas, with
their sensitivity to linguistics are how
ever in a position to benefit from a closer
examination of the way the suucture of
self-reflection is morality in its "internal
determining articulation." For self-reflec
tion as a "bending back on oneself' in
volves taking up a moral position with
regard to oneself. Yet it also necessarily
involves the blindnesses attendant on any
theoretical abstraction. which arguably
involves the danger of substituting
conceptualization for the ethical treat
ment of real human beings However. for
Menke, internal moral self-reflection. as
an acti vity that implicates thc moral claims
of thinkers themselves, will provide an
imponant check on the transgressive ca
pacity of conceptualization. Unlike
Kantian and Fichtean models of self
reflection, which searched for external
grounds for moralilY, such a self-regula
tive.self-implicaled approach will be cru
ciallo fUlure Critical Theory.

The conference concluded with a pre
sentation by SUNY Binghamton's Max
Pensky. In his "Critique, Cosmopolis,
Solidarity: Thc Postnational Project of
Critical Theory," Pensky took up the task
of re-examining Habennas's argument
for a "postnationalist nco-Cosmopolitan
ism." According 10 Pensky, Habermas's
position contains two tensely relatcd
views. On thconc hand. legal universalist
presuppositions arc integral to the rise
and continued existence of nation states
and to the project of cosmopolitanism.
On thc other hand. nationalism nas at its
core a variety of secmingly antithetical.
particularist myths of community. His
torically, legalism has generally substi-
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tuted for the laner, raising thc qucstion
of what happens to these olhcr trcmen
dously powerful forces. On Pensky's
view, Habcnnas underwrites his argu
ment for ne(}-cosmopolitanism by also
substituling "context transcendent pre
suppositions of what is a moral person."
This involves Habennas's argument for a
shared responsibility, or solidarity. in
the face of basic human fragility-an
argument intended to move us away from
individualism. But for Pensky, it is im
ponant to test this view of solidarity
against the empirical record. The most
manifest problem, according to Pensky,
is how the translation of universal soli
darity into any form of cosmopolitan
rights leads right back through individu
alist legal conceptions that dissolve any
concept of solidarity-for it is only in
dividuals, and oot groups.lnat can be the
bearers of rights. Which means, that Ihe
practical problems of Habermas's at
tempt to forgc a link between eosm(}
politanism and a view of basic human
solidarity remain unsolved. Pensky also
pointed 10 hybrid forms of post-national
citizenship as calling for new categories
that don't simply presume full member
ship in anyone society, Iheconsequences
of whicn for the conception and allot
ment of rignts one can only imagine.
Concluding nis talk by recalling the sig
nificance of Inc experience of exile for
Ihe earlier generation of Critical Theo
rists, as exemplary of an altemativc
experience of post-nationalism. Pcnsky
wondered if this ellperience of "cxilc"
and "homelessness" hadn't been losl in
Habcnnas and substituted for by an overly
abstract notion of human beings.

In IUs programmatic essay ''Traditional
and Critical Theory," Max Horkheimcr
posed the following question: "If a the(}
retical procedure does not take the form
of determining objective facts with the
help of the simplest and most differenti·
ated conceptual systems available. what
can it be but an aimless intellectual game,
half conceptual poetry, half impotent ex
pression of states of mind?" What in·
deed? And yet the question suggests its
own answer. For in its rhetorieal form,
the question here solicits absolute com
plicity in tlUnking the problem ofa1tema-

Mar Petulcy

tives to traditional theory, which is the
very problem of the nature of questions
and their answers. Ultimately
Horkheimer's point is that thinking about
differem forms of theory entails re-ex
amining what exactly it is that counts, or
is taken to count, as an adequate answer.
This means that no unifonn answer, as a
postulate of objective thinking in the
manner of traditional theory, can contain
the way Horkheimer's question neces
sarily doubles back and forces itself on
the respondent once again. The answer is
not yes or no. but rather, yes and no. The
absence of the rigid categorical frames of
traditional theory means that indeed Criti
cal Theory docs often resemble "half
conceptual poetry, halfimpotcnt expres
sion of states of mind." On the other
hand. it is not the case that Critical Theory
thereby gives up any claim to being a
serious endeavor, or that it becomes any
thing like an "aimless intellectual game."
On the contrary, the absence ofcategori
cal answers means recognizing the inten
sive labor involved in working towards
understandi ng and solutions that can only
develop over time. and recognizing in the
small failures and gains what Horkheimer
described as the "unfolding of a single
existential judgment..•

RichardSc~fer is a graduate student ill the
~pan~ntofHistory at Cornell.

••••••••
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(Architec'urt - contillutd from pagt I)

Zeitgeist. As distilled in Museum of
Modem An literature at the height of its
modernist advocacy, the visual ans were
to be severed from architecture: "Tradi
tion architectural omamenl was made by
master stonecutters. In the modem world
the craftsman has been replaced by the
machine. As yet no acceplable machine
made ornament has been made. There
fore ornament ofthe traditional kind find~

no place on a modem building." (What /s
Modern Architecture, 1942) Sioce the
1960s, a second generation of scholars.
among them Reyner Banham. Peter
Collins, and Julius Posener, has signifi
cantly altered our understanding of mod
em architecture. The earlier overview
histories have been replaced by investi
gations of particular persons and specific
situations, which collectivelyoffer a more
differentiated, complelt history of mod
ernism. Historians have probed a range
of phenomena, such as Futurism, Ex
pressionism, Traditionalism,
ConslrUetivist and Rationalism: eltplored
the oeuvre of wonderfully inventive ar
chitects such as Josef Gocar and Jose
Plecnik in placesoffthc modernist bealen
track such as Prague and Ljubljana: in
vestigatcd institutions such as thc Ger
man Werkbund and the WPA; grappled
with the problematic of urbanism; and
pondercd questions of gender and race.
of meaning and ideology. Now archi
tects with decorati vist persuasions. such
as the Czech cubists or Jose Plecnik. have
been interleaved within an expanded
modernist teltt.

This reframed history docs not, how
ever. engage the issue ofarchitecture and
an as ornamenl. whether in terms of the
cultural thcory advanced by writcrs such
as Adorno. Bloch. Gadamer. and Vanimo,
or as nistorical explanation and under
standing. As background to the session,
Inc panicipanlS were asked to consider
one of the founding anti-ornament mani
festocs of the Modem Movement. the
essay "Ornament and Crime" written in
1908 by the Viennese architect Adolf
Loos. In his argument. Loos linked orna
ment to two cOnlemporary criteria of
modernity: 'wasted time.' a criterion
derived from Taylorism as it was devel
oped in the United States. and the bio-
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logical/cultural discourseof'degeneracy'
as eltpounded by Lombroso and Nordau.
In this context the proclamation of mod
em architecture a~ 'white' takes on a
panicular significance. Speakers were
asked to reread this manifesto in terms of
its cultural and social implications. and in
the light of present concerns for femi
nism. ethnicity, postcolonialism. and the
more general concern to rewrite the ca
nonical history of modernism in archi
tecture and the other ans.

Christian F. OIto opened the session
with introductory remarks directed to a
consideration of ornament and design
education. noting that pedagogy was of
special significance to the deliberations,
since almost all of the panicipants were
design educators meeting within the set
ting of an educational institution. Otto
discussed the architectural programs of
fered in the Wilhelmine Technische
Hochschulen, where many ofthe Weimar
modernists were trained. Focusing on
tne basic pedagogical instrument of
"Bauformenlehre" in the architecture
curriculum. OItoobserved that it appeared
to be framed by study of historical orna~
menlo suggesting that ornament and his
torical styles determined architectural
pedagogy. Yet this was not atallthecase.
Tne dominant presence of an
ornamentaJist practice in the Technische
Hochschulen, and its dependency on his
torical styles. derived from adesign peda
gogy focused on making new buildings.
not in explicating the past. The study and
practice ofdoing ornament wa.~ deployed
as design pedagogy, released from any

historical truth-telling function. and. as
such, eminently replaceable with mod
ernist propositions such as utility and
function.

The first presentation of tne morning
session was by architectural historian
Anne Marie Sankoviteh, who spoke on
"Structure/Ornament and the Modem
Figuration of Architecture." Employing
the Paris church ofSaint-Eustache (1532
1640) as a case study, Sankovitch ob
served that the standard assessment ofthc
building, from observations by Viollet
Ie-Due in tne 1850s into our own time,
was that it was Gothic structure clothed in
Italian Renai.~sance forms. Sankovitch
engaged tnis dichotomy 10 eltafTline is
sues about figuring architecture, histori
cal and architectural metaphors in mod
ern discourse. and slrUcture!omament as
a narrative device. As moderator to this
pan of the conference. Geoffrey Waite.
Cornell University. offered a formal cri
tique, arguing that Sankovitch aimed to
deconstruct but not replace the dominant
structure of her institution and its repro
duction. Waite's purpose was to identify
and critique this subtending structure with
the explicit aim of replacing it.
Sankovitch's presentation and Waite's
response produced the liveliest discus
sionoftheday, though morcabout method
and the history ofarchitecture, than about
the issue of ornament and modernism.

Rosemarie Haag Bleuer, City Univer
sity of New York. offered the second
presentation of the morning, speaking on
"The Economics of Ornament at the
Werkbund." Beginning with the eco
nomic basis of Loos' anti-ornament ar
gument, Blcttcr argued that the institu
tion of the Werkbund, often considered
instrumental in establishing the modern
ist paradigm in WilhemineGermany, did
not promote industrialization so much as
it established affiliations with the crafts.
The imponant Werkbund exhibition held
in Cologne in 1914. at the eve of World
War I, was more an exnibition of crafts.
emphasiz.ing tne importance ofcrafts for
a contemporary architecture. than it was
a demonstration of the centrality of in
dustrialization. As moderator for this
segment of the program. Vidler under
lined Bletler' s analysis by pointing to the
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Ruskinian in Laos, The ensuing discus
sion ranged from commenlary on the
mid-I~-century architect Gottfried Sem
per and the depreciation of laoor, to the
turn-of-the-century historian and theo
riSt Alois Riegl and his emphasis on the
importance of craft,

For the first pan of the afternoon ses
sion, Sokratis Georgiadis. Staatliche
Akademie der Bildenden Ki.lnste in
Stungan. in a presention entitled, "Cus
tom. Costume and Space," observed that
Hitchcock in 1932 had claimed that a
basic principle of modem architecture
was the avoidance or ornament, only to
reassess this position 20 years later by
seeing the use of ornament as a matter of
taste rather than one of principle, Noting
that taste implies conceptual weakness.
Georgiadis asked how such a weak con
cept could be exclusive and prohibitive,
whereby inclusiveness is provided by a
principle which, as a matter of definition
and in terms of its differentiating capac
ity, cannot be anything but strong, He
demonstrated this by examining Loos'
advocacy of omamcntlcssness, which
revealed that around 1900 omament was
an extremely strong concept. If oma·
ment disappeared in architecture soon
after Laos, its death coincided with its
uppermost glory. Georgiadis confronted
this conundrum by drawing on the work
ofSemper and Riegl. Richard Jay Klein.
Cornell University. responded to this pre
sentation through a review ofKant' sThird
Critique and the issues it raises aoout
beauty and ornament. noting that orna
ment provides beauty with its potency,
and therefore fulfills an essential role.
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Mary McLeod. Columbia University,
in a presentation on "Abstraction and
Ornament," examined two ways of think
ing about ornament that came to a head
about 1908. the Loos' association of the
lack ofornament with nakedness. in con
trast tothearchiteetural historian Wilhelm
Worringer's argument about abstraction.
Based on an analysis of the Worringer
position, McLeod turned to the extended
trip that LeCorbusierbcgan in May 1911
together with Auguste Klipstein. travel
ing to Istanbul and retuming via Athens
and Rome. McLeod employed this "Le
Voyage d'Orient" to examine the play
between architet"ture and ornament in the
thinking and practice of this seminal fig
ure, the moment when Le Corbusier's
poetic character began to emerge in con,
trast to his earlier pragmatic quest in
Germany. It was on this trip that he
embraced vernacular sources and
handcraft traditions, in an experience that,
as he later claimed, made him a "revolu
tionary." Stanislaus von Moos,
Universitli.t Zi.lrich, drew on observations
by the German architectural critic of the
lime. Karl Schemer. andon observations
about the practice and purpose of cub
ism, as part of his response, This in tum
0lX=ned the final discussion of the day to
larger issues within the ornamentalist
practice of modernism, suggesting the
imponance of this investigation relative
to the modernist discourse.•

Chn'slian F. 0/10 isaprofessor in the Depart,

mem ofArchittClure (1/ Cornell.

"'.."'."'..
(CoUoquium - continued from page I)

ish discourses (and communities). and
the role of popular culture in the global
marketplace.
On February 27. Eva Reeves. graduate

student in the Depanment of German
Studies at Cornell, presented "Max
Frisch's 'Me;n Nam~ se; GantenM;n'; A
Lacanian 'Game for Four Players,..· a
chapterofherdissenation on Max Frisch.
Shc argues that Frisch' s fragmented telt!,
which .....orks against traditional models
of intelligibility, actually relies on con·

Pett!r Gligm (I." £\'0 RUl'es, Chris/lan
Gundt!rmann

vcntions of character and plot develop
ment, and describes the self-analysis of
thc narratOr, identical with the character
Felix Enderlin. in the sense of Freud's
formulation "Erinnern. Wiederholen and
Durcharbeiten.·'lnordertoworkthrough
Ilis marriage crisis, Enderlin takes up the
speaking pans of different characters,
including his wife's first husband.
Svoboda. and private eye Gantenbein
who spies on her. This narrative of in
creasing self-distance becomes. in
Reeves' words, an "cnactment of psy
choanalysis" in which Frisch's novel en
acts Jacques Lacan' s dictum that "the
unconscious is the discourse ofthe Other,"
from Lacan's reading of Edgar Allen
Poe's shon Story "The Purloined Letter."
Reeves makes her argumem by reopen
ing the debate between Derridaand Lacan
on the reading of this short story in their
competition 3.<; to whose strategy "bener
escapes the delusions of a positivist con
cept oftruth," and continued by feminist
scholars Shoshana Felman, Barbara
Johnson, and Jane Gallop. Eva Reeves
wants to place gender politics in the fore
front of this debatc and argues that in
"The Purloined leiter," as well as in
Meln Nam~ se; Gantenbein. "woman's
imaginary castration is the hidden crime,
the act ofviolencc, underlying these texts.

As thc last official IGCS colloquium
talk of the year, Yvonne Houy presented
a chapler from her dissertation, "'Die
Metamorphose des Girl': The New
Woman and the National Socialist Femi
nine Ideal." which analyzes the ways in
which National Socialism incorporated
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aspects of the image of the New Woman
of Weimar Culture. Citing Siegfried
Kracauer, Houy notes that NS culture
redefined the mode in which the image
should be pervceived, valorizing
"Sammlung," or focused contemplation.
rather than "Zerstreuung," which was
sometimes associated with The Jew and
hypersexuality within NS discourse,
Houy analyzes how various images of
women and modes of perception were
encouraged, undermined or complicated
in depictions of women in illustrated
women's magazines of the National So
cialist regime. such as "Die Dame" and
"NS Frauen-Warte." Her third chapter,
the focus of her colloquium presentation,
analyzes, in her words, "the origins of the
discourses which sustained images of
modem women during National Social
ism."
In lieu of a lengthy introduction. Houy

progressed quickly 10 the visual, present
ing her audience with slides taken from
women's magazines of the 19205 and
30s. She drew attention to the wide range
of images of women found in NS popular
magazines, noting that most were what
we would call "modem," rather than de
picting women in a "Tracht" or with a
"Gretchenzopr." Panicularly intrigued
with the six-pointed stars framing the
page numbers of one magazine from the
late I930s and the oriental features ofone
outfit from the same slide. the audience
launched into a discussion of what types
of clothing popular magazines of NS
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culture could have depicted and what
criteria this choice would have been based
upon, Following a discussion about
pseudo-evolUlionary and racial politics
initiated by Peter Gilgen and Christian
Gundermann, Eva Reeves summarized
some of the questions of fluidity and
constrainls by nOling that it all seems to
"fitlOgether as long as race is in place."
Brad Prager took the discussion in a dif
ferent direction, focusing on marketing
demands, while Lara Kelingossuggested
looking at the clothing of the
"Swingjugend" in order 10 grasp what
types of clothing would have been con
sidered subversive within NSdiscourse.-

COfllribUling 10 this anicle ,,"ue Maribelh
Po/hill, Yvonne Houy and Kiur Walker - all
graduate students in Ihe Deponmem o/Ger
man Studies at Cornell.

••••••••

(Hamacher· continued/rom pose 1)

devastation upon knowledge itself.
Hamacher writes that, "if knowledge can
be a mask, it can no longer be known
what is a mask and what is not a mask.
The extreme of irony is the devastation or
desertification ofeven the consciousness
that it isconsciousness ofsomething with
out substance." One has to leave behind
merely, "the exposure of the sheer mask
without the suggestion that something
OIher than it exists." This exposure of the
mask, he asserts can be treated as the
promise that there is something other
than art. without an assertion that such an
exposure understands itself to be any
thing but an.

Hamacher. when presenting the paper,
emphasized the way in which religion
and an arc to be taken as co-extensive
concepts in Hegel. Hegel's definition of
a person, he argues. recalls anotherepoch
within Hegel's version of history, which
he referred to as the era of manifest, or
revealed religion, under which the notion
of a person may be conceived as consti
tutive oftheepos. or world. The comedy,
then. is about the undoingofworld-form
ing speech acts and from this movement
in the subsequent historical stage, the
"person" results. The person, he then

argued, is a mode of mask which mi
grates constantly into a variety of forms
as the speech acts necessarily undo them
selves. Every speech act that participates
in the production of the person partici
pates in the de-production (or
deconstruction) of substantial acts. It is
only in the moment that the person can be
understood to be coincidenl with sub
stance that there will be ancnd 10 Hegel's
art-religion. Hamacher's intervention at
this point becomes a response to theories
ofspeech-acts and thereby addresses con
temporary debates about performativity.
There were numcrous questions raised

by the paper and presented by student.~

and faculty. Richard Klein of the depart
ment of Romance Languages began the
discussion with a question about the rela
tion of Hamacher's essay to speech-act
theory and cited a passage in which
Hamacher wrote that actions which are
detemlined by their relation 10 moral
aims undo themselves and the
performative becomes perverfonnative
or "an unconscious acting toward aims
no longer moral, with no determination
or capacity for truth and universality."
Klein asked about the invocation of the
unconscious in this part of the argument.
to which Hamacher responded with ref
erence 10 the ellample which Hegel uses,
which is that of Oedipus. Hamacher in
terprets Hegel to say that Oedipus tries to
find something out which he neither
knows nor understands. Oedipus's ac
tions are therefore directed by something
not established by known objectives. The
acting agent finds himselfin this moment
in the antithesis ofknowi ng and not know
ing. One acts, in other words, without
knowledge of a relevance. One chooses
to act in accordance with a believed in
tention. but there is a component. par
ticularly here in the Oedipus legend, of
the action which is not determined by the
person. which can be referred to as fate.
Hamacher's essay then undermines the
idea of speech acts because, though they
are utterances, they are subject 10 the
same antinomies to which tragic acts arc
subject.

Tim Murray of the depanment of En
glish asked if one couldn't conceive of
speech in other ways which arc not sub-
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ject to the laws of the Phenomenology.
Hamacher found interesting the ways in
which this question reflected back on the
structure of the speech activism or elocu
tionary acts which either undennine their
own aims or are simply aimless, Also
from the depanment of English, Leland
Dcladurantaye asked about the role and
representations of temporal structures in
Hegel's thought which Hamacher under
stood as an inquiry into the limitationsof
this particular epoch in Hegel's thought.
Hamacher resisted the attempt to think
beyond our own epoch of an-religion. In
order to do so, according to Hamacher's
interpretation. one has to re-invent tem
porality.
The comparatist Roy Sellars was inter

ested in the problematic of temporality as
well, asking if the parentheses around
Hamacher's title could not be understood
as the literalization of an interruption in
the time of writing, by which he meant
that writing was a process which was
constantly interrupting itself. He proposed
that language as understood by Hegel
attempts to sublate its remainder. but as is
the case of the persona in Hamacher's
essay, something remains behind with
which the subject cannot ultimately dis
pense. Sellars drew an analogy between
the remains ofthe persona and the Eucha
rist as represented in Hegel's early theo
logical writings in that in both represen
tations there is a remainder which one
anempts to ingest into asystem, but which
leaves traces behind. Hamacher agreed
that there was much left to be written on
this topic.-

Brad Prager is a graduate stllde11l in the
Departme11l 0/ Gennan Studies at Cornell,
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(Hahti - continued/rom page 2'

here and now and in Derrida's text. As
well, he investigates questions of what is
at stake in the presenlation of both erotic
and Hegelian opposition in Dcrrida's text.
In the second section of the paper. Bahti

switches the focus, through a thinking of
the signature in Derrida, to the question
of the materiality of language, the mate
riality of representation in Hegel's Aes

thetics and in so doing follows the
Hegelian Klang through a process of de
materialization in the interiorization of
the act of thinking. To choose one thread
of inquiry from the section of the paper,
Bahti explores something that had been
much at issue in Werner Hamacher's
paper from the week before-that is, the
status ofthe end (both as telos or goal and
as historical ending) and of the end of
language, philosophy, and thought both
within and without Hegcl'ssystem, What
is ultimately at stake in this section of the
essay is the question of the materiality or
phenomenality of language and its rela
tion to an act of interiorization in learning
or making conscious of the meaning lan
guage brings us. In the stunning final
section of the paper, it is music-and
Hegel's conception of music in particu
lar-which most clearly expresses this
paradox of the disappearance of the ma
teriality of language or (musical) nota
tion in the interiorizations of conscious
ness,

As was the case with the two earlier
presentations, copies of the paper were
distributed in advance and Professor
Bahti 's time was divided between a shan
and illuminating introduction which situ
ated the paperin the context of his earlier
work on Hegel, his interest in the writings
of Derrida, and his future plans for the
work-in-progress, and a question and
answer period. Over the course of nearly
two hours. Professor Sahti guided a dis
cussion through his reading of a number
of crucial passages in both Glas and
Hegel's Aesthetics (principally section
3.3.2 on "Music") and ably fielded ques
tions from those in attendance. The lines
of questioning centered particularly
around situating Derrida's readings of
Hegel in relation tootherprominent read
ings (for example, in an exchange be
tween Professor Peter Hohendahl and

Professor Bahti, Dcrrida's altitude to
ward Hegel was compared with that ofT.
W, Adorno). situating the way in which
Derrida reads Genet alongside Hegel (as
opposed to how he reads someone like
Georges Bataille alongside Hegel). and
the question of sexual difference in terms
of not only thc way Genet's homosexual
ity is deployed against Hegel's family
romance but the way that sexual differ
ence as the difference between thc sexes
is presented as, for Ocrrida, a difference
not like any other (as in his reading, in
Glas, of Antigone).·

Leland Delnduranta}'e is a graduate student
in Ihe Department 0/ English at Cornell..."''''....
(Koppen - continued/rom puge 3)

it, "die Semantik des Dargestellten wird
unsicher," This is even true not only in
the drawings but also in the big tableaus
that Goya painted on occasion of the
Spanish liberation from French occupa
tion. Goya also frequently emphasizes
"ugly" images and destabilizes the aes
thetics of war. For cxample, Goya's
depiction of a scene of a fight between
French occupation soldiers and Spanish
guerrileros is remi niscent of peasant ri tu
als of slaughtcr. In this way, the potential
heroism or pathos of the scene is under
mined. At times, however, he reintro
duces a fascination with heroism, par
ticularly in his depictions of humans and
machines as unities in baltle. Thus, he
too gestures toward a unity of the
opposities of the mechanic and the un
controlled, irrational,

Koppen argued that what makes Goya
"modem" is his radical refiguring of per
ception and the representation of the im
agc space. As with Kleist. the redefini
tion concerns foremost the position ofthe
viewer. If it had been hitheno safe,
di stant and always overlooking the scene,
Goya introduces an ambivalence into the
viewer's position that complicates any
judgements. Kleist's unsettling of the
viewer's position on the other hand forc
grounds the question of epistemology. In
neither case is the viewer in a representa
tional space which puts him in contro\.
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The talk was followed by a lively dis
cussion, during which a range of ques
tions was raised. Peter Gilgen inquired
about the criteria that Koppen used 10
distinguish reformulations of the sub
lime. David Bathrick asked whethenhere
was a difference between being without
distance on the one hand and immediacy
on the other. and what would follow from
such a distinction. uslie Adelson ques
tioned whether the images suggest that
there is only one distance ofthe viewer to
the scene or if multiple positions were
imaginable.
The event was sponsored by the Depart

ment of German Studies and the Institute
for German Cultural Studies.·

Yasemin Yildi;: is a gmdunle sludenl in the
Department ofGerman Sludies al Cornell.
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(Pickford - continued from page 4)

nine concentration camps were buried
beneath the site, along with those of a
Wehnnacht soldier and soil from nine
WWll battlefields. in a conflation of vic
tim and perpctralOr that Pickford called
"Bitburg avant la lettre."
Following unification, the Neue Wache
was once again the first Berlin building to
be remodeled and reconsecrated by the
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new government. The "Central Memorial
Siteofthe Federal Republic ofGennany,"
now dedicated to "the victims of war and
tyranny Gewallherrschaji," replaces thc
guards and eternal flame with a Kathe
Kollwitz sculpture depicting a mother
mourning over the body of her son. Again,
the Neue Wache is called upon 10 serve a.~

both reverent war memorial and a memo
rial to the victims of National Socialism.
The identity of the son is ambiguous,
Pickford pointed out: he might be either a
victim of the camps or a dead soldier. The
pieta-like sculpture draws on Christian
imagery of sacrifice, redemption, and re
birth from the traditional inventory of
Gennan war memorials. Following con
troversy surrounding the lack of specific
ity at the site, two separate memorials
were erected near the Brandenburg Gate,
one to the murdered Jews of Europe. one
to the murdered Roma and Sinti. As an
other "corrective" (and a tacit concession
of the memorial's failure), tablets were
mounted on the walls of the Neue Wache
with text addressing the persecution of
specific groups of victims.

Pickford cited James Young, who has
traced various problems posed to Holo
caust memorial projects by the notion the
nonrepresentabilityoftheeventstheycom
memorate. In some cases, documentation
tends to supplant the moment of public

memory; in others an ethos of
nonrepresentation threatens to produce
"transcendemalsublimes"that would un
dermine the specificity intended by the
project. Pickford held up the Bavarian
Quartermemorial as an effecti ve cohabita
tion of documentation and memory, with
a certain immunity to ritualizing and
aestheticizing tendencies.

Renata Stih and Frieder Schnock's me
morial project in SchOnebcrg's Bavarian
Quarter renounces the notion of a central
memorial site. Realized in t993, the in
stallation deploys text and pictographic
images mountedon a series of what at first
appear to be nonnal municipal signs.
Posted throughout this neighborhood
from which 6000 Jews were deported.
the signs cite texts such as the ordinances
that expelled Jews from various sectors
of public life. Such legal texts might be
paired with a rubber stamp "icon" and
might be posted outside a courthouse. The
juxtaposition of texts, images, and loca
tions creates various narrati ves as the pass
erby moves through the neighborhood.
The memorial exploits the codes of urban
life in mass society. mimicking advertis
ing and municipal street signs. In this way.
Pickford stressed, it refuses to be inte
grated into a ritual practice of commemo
ration by which it might be isolated from
everyday life and ignored.

The icons break the code of realistic
representation and complicate the relation
ofsign 10 referent, often commenting ironi
cally on adjacent text. Pickford contended
that the Bavarian Quarter memorial relies
on a mode of reception that Walter Ben
jamin identified with diversion and shock
and which Benjamin considered capable
of rupturing ritualized ways of seeing. In
this regard. Pickford stressed the moment
ofdisorientation caused by the memorial's
appropriation of the authority of legal
address.
The citation of legal discourse also draws

attention to the extent to which fascism
and its permeation of everyday life was
accomplished via the legal institution. At
the same time, the address of passersby as
legal subjects resonated positively, for
Pickford, with Habermas's notion of
Verfassungspmriotismus, of democratic
community based on legal subjecthood.
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Stih and Schnock' s installation represents
"emphatically a civil memorial" that en
gages with what Pickford called a "civil
catastrophe." Pickford ended his talk with
a brief discussion of Berlin memorials
largely "addressed to" resident non-cili
zens of Gcrmany, Turks in particular.
A lively discussion centeredon Pickford's
valorization of the Schoneberg memorial:
To what extent is it open to a problematic
reaestheticization? To the extent that the
installation addresses primarily while,
Christian Germans in its references to the
legaHstic persecution of Jews. does it risk
reinscribing categories of Jewish OIher~

ness? Might the ci"il nature of the memo
rial pemaps elide the ways in which Na
tional Socialism reworked relations be
tween civil and military' spheres?·

Kiur Wolkt'r is a gradlWtt studt,lI in the
Dtpanmt'nt of Gt'I'l'I'Ian Studies at Carnell.

GradlUll" Slud"nts LtJro K"/lng/os (I.}. SMfah Wt'iss, JoUuuJo Wiffiams Ql

tM fiJ1,(J/ coffoqUlum rt'Ception for tht' ,."or
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(Albrecht - conJinued!rom pagt' 4}

in their desperation." and '" am a Papua.
You can only rob those who really live
with magic, and for me, everything has
meaning:') arc in fact misrepresentations
of historical colonization, Documenting
the distortions in Bachmann' susc ofthese
colonial topoi in counterpoint to the ac
tual. much morc violent histories innicted
on the indigenous "third world" peoples
by whites, Albrecht suspects that
Bachmann's "historical flaws" may be
3uributable to a single unreliable source.
She emphasized the necessity of criti
cally reassessing Bachmann'stext, while
being at once sensitive to the ways in
which the narrative goes beyond the point
of reproducing the world view of white
women who stylize themselves as vic
tims aligned with the other victims of
westem domination and control. Calling
attention to the potentially ironic and
contradictory aspects of the text (and
thus warning against the popular fallacy
of a simple identification between
Bachmann and the Franza figure), she
emphasized the need to take its unfin·
ished "work in progress" state into ac·
count much more than it has thus far. She
ended her talk by calling upon Bachmann
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scholars to detach themselves from their
panicular affinity for Franza. It is time to
go beyond viewing her as cast exclu
sively in the victim's role.

In the lively discussion that followed,
one questioned to what extent Albrecht
moved beyond the historical "flaws" she
had convincingly uncovered. thus hold
ing on to a problematic conception oflhe
"sovereign author" and "authorial intent."
One would need to take a closer look at
how these "flaws" function within the
text itself. One could also give more
space to Bachmann's concept and func
tion of history, namely how histories
colonial. fascist and personal hislOry
intersect in ways that determine the very
complexity of Bachmann's text.

Monika Albrecht's informative and
stimulating talk was sponsored by the
Depanment of German Studies and the
Austrian Culture Institute of New York,-

£1'(2 Rt't'I'es is a grQlillOle stude'" in tM

Dtpanmenl 0/Gennon Studit's Ql Corne//.
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FURTHER PROGRAMMING
FORECAST FOR GERMAN
STUDIES FOR FALL A D

SPRING SEMESTERS

Other activities in German studies on
the slate bUI not yel finalized include a
conference in November to be organized
by Michael Steinberg of the Department
of History and Mieke Bal, professor-at
large: a possible graduate student con
ference to be organized by Peter
Hohendahl; and co-sponsorship of con·
ferenceon the sexual revolution in 1960' s
Germany, with guest Dagmar Herzog of
Michigan State,
The Institute is also contributing to the

Romance Studies conference, October
15-18, ~After Images of the City - Nach
Bilderder Stadt:~ and Depanment of the
History of Art conference ~The Rule of
the Academy: An..ists, Discipline, Peda

gogy_ the Stale:' on October 23-24.
Looking even funher ahead. Annette

Richards from the Depanment of Music
will organize a symposium and festival
on Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach for Febru
ary: and Anette Schwarz, Department of
German Studies, will work together with
the UniversityofGiessenon a conference
on memory in April 1999.·
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INSTITUTE FOR GERMAN CULTURAL STUDIES
GERMAN COLLOQUIUM

FALL 1998

Seplernber4

BCllfricc Hllnsscn.Hlln'llrd Uni\'crsil~

"Portrait lIt Melancholv (Bl'njamin. Warhurg.I~;lIlufsky)"

Seplelllhcr 18

Christian Gundcrmllnn. Graduate Student. Cornell Unh'ersit~'

(Tille 10 bl' announced)

OctOOl'r 16

Arlene Teraukn. Uni\'crsit~ of Minnesotll

"J)elC:Clin& c.lhnicily: The Case of Jakoo ArjQuni rind lhe Missing (jenn:'lI1lkleCli\ e NQvd"

October 30

Rkhard SclHlcfcr. Graduate Student. Curnell Unh crsity

"Sl'Uillg Ihe T l'f1IlS of Mourning: Karl Jaspers rind Ihl' 'Queslion ofGennan Ciuilt'"

Novemher IJ

Michael Rothberg. Unh'crsit~' of Miami :lIld Visiting IGeS Fello"

"On (hl' Illierdisciplinarit)' ofthl' EXIl"l'llll': Cultural SlUdil', ;md till' Nazi Gl'lH:H.:idl'''

NovernOl'r20

AlcXllnder S:lgcr. (;r:.tduatc Student. Cornell Uni\'crsit)'

1T1l1t'1O he rlnnouncedl

The \,'Q[llIijyja an: hl,'ld 1lI K\lllm IKI. (",ld", In Smith Hall. bq;inuulI: at 1'1 Ml I'JTh,'t", \,'Jil ~: oi.:bI.'d lJQ pile "'Wl II! a(h aul,\' at
I tl ~(j(lldwil\ Smith I'l illth~'IIJSlitutcfor(;erIllJn <. 'Yltural S!udk'. 72(1 l'nLII,'r~it) 1\ ICllye ,

L'l' (,ml,;c,qdllh
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